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CITIZEN HAVEL / Občan Havel | Documentary 

THE BACKLOT PERTH | Thursday | 14 NOV | 6:30 PM
A remarkably open and intimate documentary film, Citizen Havel, observe ten years of the political, 
public and private life of one of the world’s iconic leaders – Vaclav Havel. Through the background 
of his story we can follow the development of a young democracy in The Czech Republic.

ON THE ROOF  / Na střeše |  Drama – Comedy  WA PREMIERE  

OPENING NIGHT

LUNA LEEDERVILLE | Thursday | 21 NOV | 6:00 PM 
A hearth warming comedy movie, describing a developing bond between two strangers who 
would never have met unless a coincidence put them together and changed their lives. The story 
uncover various tragicomic situations, surprising revelations, as well as hilarious moments.

THE LADY TERRORIST  / Teroristka | Comedy – Crime – Drama WA PREMIERE

LUNA LEEDERVILLE | Friday | 22 NOV | 6:30 PM
The Lady Terrorist is a Czech black comedy based on disillusionment with the establishment. 
Marie, a retired teacher who had taught her pupils that decency was essential and violence 
did not solve problems, takes the law into her own hands.

THE MAGIC QUILL / Čertí Brko | Comedy – Family – Fantasy  AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

LUNA LEEDERVILLE | Saturday | 23 NOV | 4:30 PM
Because when sins are not seen, when evil is not punished, when the chaos reigns, only love 
can  endure. The Magic Quill is an extraordinary family movie that combines a classic Czech 
fairy tale with sharp political satire.

LOLI PARADICKA  / Loli paradička | Drama – Comedy   AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

LUNA LEEDERVILLE | Saturday | 23 NOV | 6:30 PM
Loli paradicka, a bitter-sweet romantic comedy about a complicated love affair between a 
handicapped man and a Romany woman. The story touches upon current topics of discrimination 
and racism with humour and ease and offers an unusual insight on Romany - Slovak relationship.

TOMAN / Toman | Biography – Drama – History   AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

CLOSING NIGHT 

LUNA LEEDERVILLE | Sunday | 24 NOV | 5:30 PM 
Toman, a historical drama about one controversial character, fighting for his personal 
prospects in Czechoslovakia after the Second World War, not knowing how considerably his 
actions will influence The Czech Republic 70 years later.

FESTIVAL PROGRAM

  WWW.CSFILMFESTWA.ORG    
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The Czech and Slovak Association 
of WA is delighted to announce the 
5th Czech and Slovak Film Festival 
of WA. The festival will take place in 
Luna Leederville and at The Backlot 
Perth from 21st to 24th November, 
with one special screening on 14th 
November.

For the fifth time, we will be 
celebrating the beauty and 
courage of the Czech and Slovak 
cinematography, which addresses 
tough themes with ease, humour 
and critical self-reflection. The year 
2019 is again the year of many 
respectable anniversaries. So, our 
traditional motto “Full of Stories” is 
an accurate one. 

One of the most traumatic 
anniversaries is linked to the date 1st 
September 1939, when the Second 
World War began and changed the 
whole world dramatically. WWII later 
resulted in a division of the world 
into the two rival blocks and meant 
for the former Czechoslovakia a 
deflection from democratic principles 
for more than 40 years. 

The next anniversary reminds 
us of the year 1949 when the 
Communist party in Czechoslovakia 
started repressions and forced 
collectivization. This whole process 
of transformation of the society, 
the intensifying fear and distortion 
of the truth are expressively shown 
in the award-winning film Toman. 
This thought-provoking film about 

ambitions, a personal utility and 
an abomination of that epoch, will 
have the Australian premiere on 
the Closing Night of the festival. 
Interestingly, Toman was written by 
a Czech/Australian screenwriter Ms 
Zdenka Simandlova. 

On our journey through the 
time, we have to stop in the very 
dark year 1969. In January, Jan 
Palach committed suicide by self-
immolation in political protest (the 
film Jan Palach became last year’s 
best-rated film of CSFF WA in Perth). 
And later that year, in August, many 
protests against the Soviet invasion 
were brutally suppressed and it was 
the beginning of a process called 
normalization which persisted for 
another twenty years. 

Then, in November 1989, the 
tension had risen and the inevitable 
happened on 17th November 1989, 
when the so-called Velvet Revolution 
started. Over half a million people 
peacefully took to the streets to 
demand an end to the one-party 
Communist state. As a result of riots 
and general strikes, the Communist 
regime collapsed and democratic 
rights and free elections were 
re-adopted. The young democracy, 
and its representation, was exposed 
to new challenges which we can 
observe in the film Citizen Havel. 
It is an intimate documentary 
film, mapping ten years of Vaclav 
Havel, the former president of 

WELCOME!
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AHOJ!

Czechoslovakia and later of The 
Czech Republic.

After the Fall of the Iron Curtain, 
the region of Central Europe 
has changed. The freedom and 
democracy hit residents of the 
region unprepared and people were 
learning on the go. Whereas, some 
“old structures”, equipped with 
knowledge of communist manners, 
are able to constantly usurp more 
and more power and push people 
into acceptance of more totalitarian 
principles. The comedy The Lady 
Terrorist responds to this serious 
topic – the lawlessness and injustice 
in a small town – in an extremely 
funny way. The leading actress, Iva 
Janzurova, is unforgettable, bursting 
with energy and charm. Her part 
would not be as amazing without 
a convincing villain, played by the 
unmissable Martin Hofmann.

Surprisingly, the family movie  
The Magic Quill also covers social  
and political themes. On the one hand, 
it is a classic fairy-tale about how a 
devil found love and happiness. On 
the other hand, it is a hilarious politic 
satire about the Czech establishment. 

The other challenge for 
contemporary Czech and Slovak 
Republics is to deal with minorities 
and immigration. The Slovak 
comedy movie Loli Paradicka 
brings together a Romany woman 
and a disabled man. It is inevitable 

that what seems for them as pure 
happiness will be hard to swallow 
for their surroundings, which causes 
many humorous situations. The 
comedy On the Roof responds to 
this xenophobic note and brings 
together two more unexpected 
characters – a professor on a pension 
and a young Vietnamese fugitive. 
It is a heart-warming comedy about 
their relationship and about what 
can happen if we open ourselves to 
others. The film will be screened at 
The Opening Night of CSFF WA on 
Thursday, 21st November. So, bring 
your friends (or strangers) and come 
to celebrate the Czech and Slovak 
cinematography. Drinks and food 
are on us! 

To make every screening more 
festival-ish!, all feature films will be 
preceded by a short film made by ECU 
and WASA film students. And finally, 
every festival visitor has a chance to 
win one of our fabulous prizes from 
our generous sponsors. The main 
prize is two nights for two in OK 
Divers & Spa in Bali. All the films are 
screened with English subtitles and 
only once, so do not miss your chance 
and book your tickets! 

Martina Tlamsová
Director of CSFF WA
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CZECH AND SLOVAK  
ASSOCIATION OF 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

The Czech and Slovak Association of 
WA is a not-for-profit organisation 
with over 60 years of tradition. 

The association was formed to support 
Czech and Slovak migrants starting a 
new life in Western Australia. It has since 
developed to become a cultural center of 
Czech and Slovak heritage. 

CSA upholds the founders’ aims to 
provide cultural, social and language 
platform and supports the Czech and 
Slovak people to thrive in Australian 
multicultural society.

www.czechslovakwa.org

LETTERS FROM CONSULATES
Dear friends of Art, Culture and 
Czech and Slovak Cinematography.

I am delighted at the fact that also 
this year the favourite film festival 
is taking place in Perth, Western 
Australia. It completes the line of 
movie art presentations across 
Australia - the presentation of 
the best creations of Czech and 
Slovak productions coming from 
our countries in central Europe. As 
I always emphasise, cooperation of 
the Czech and Slovak film industries 
and its common presentation around 
the globe for such a long time - is an 
excellent proof how close our two 
nations are and that even after our 
separation more than 26 years ago, 
the relationship and cooperation 

among our people have remained 
active and vivid.

I am glad that this cultural event not 
only takes Slovaks and Czechs living 
abroad virtually back home, even just 
for a moment, but also it shows our 
way of life and our way of thinking to 
a wide Australian audience. 

Finally, I would like to thank the 
organisers of this festival and all the 
volunteers, who have spent so much 
time preparing for this event. I wish 
them many satisfied visitors and many 
pleasant moments.

 Have a great movie experience!

Tomáš Ferko

Ambassador of the Slovak Republic  
to Australia
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LETTERS FROM CONSULATES
Dear cinema lovers, 

We meet again, in the cosy cinema 
chairs. Yet another year has passed 
and preparations for the fifth 
Czech and Slovak cinema feast have 
reached their very final stage. The 
wonderful organisers of the Czech 
and Slovak Film Festival will begin by 
serving energising doses of Czech 
and Slovak culture to our hearts, for 
the fifth time. 

Once again, there is so much to 
look forward to, in another year 
celebrating a significant anniversary 
of Czechoslovakian history. And 
again, everybody will find a movie 
close to their heart – both Czech 
and Slovak comedy and historical 
films and there will be time again 
for the youngest ones with a lovely 
fairy tale. 

This year, we remember the 30th 
anniversary of the Velvet Revolution 
of 1989, that brought us democracy 
and freedom back, after 40 long 
years of communist regime. The Film 
Festival remembers this milestone 
of our history and the years that 
followed with a wonderful film 
Citizen Havel that takes us back 
to the days of our first democratic 
president of the new era. Another, 
darker side of our history can be 

remembered in a strong film Toman; 
an absolutely stunning film about the 
communist times, its dark sides and 
creatures the system produced. 

More movies to remind us about the 
creativity, spirit and sense of humour 
of the Czech and Slovak directors and 
actors are also on the programme. 
The festival menu consists of works 
of both experienced film artist with 
big Czech and Slovak movie stars, 
such as the movie The Lady Terrorist 
with magnificent Iva Janžurová and 
young or less known authors and 
artists, being Jiří Mádl and his film  
On the Roof or the Slovak comedy 
Loli Paradicka. This year´s pick of 
the fairy tale The Magic Quill will 
be another awesome experience for 
both children and adults with many 
reflections of the current life and time. 

For sure, all of us will enjoy this 
wonderful Czech and Slovak event 
that will lead us into the Christmas 
season in a very pleasant and 
kind way. Huge thanks go to the 
organising team for their endless 
effort and work that make all this 
possible. Enjoy every minute! 

Hana Flanderová

Consul General of the Czech Republic 
in Sydney
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ON THE ROOF / Na střeše

CZECH REPUBLIC, SLOVAKIA / 2019 / 95 min 
Drama — Comedy / Rating: 15+

Director: Jiří Mádl Cast: A. Švehlík, Duy Anh Tran, M. Bartalos, V. Dyk, 
A. Jastraban, D. Švehlík, R. Zima, M. Táborský, M. Sitta, D. Pfauserová, 
V. Lazorčáková, M. Kopecká, Anh Phu Nguyen, I. Rattaj and others

Tickets at: lunapalace.com.au

A hearth warming comedy movie, describing a bond between 
two completely different strangers. It features an elderly, grumpy 
Czech professor Mr Rypar (played by the exceptional Alois Švehlík) 
and his young Vietnamese counterpart named Song, who is on 
the run from a marijuana grow house where he has been living 
illegally, as a modern slave. The two are brought together by sheer 
coincidence and this incredible movie follows the journey of their 
developing friendship.

The two protagonists have neither friends nor family and are in 
need of that sense of belonging which can bring together even 
the most disparate characters. Their journey leads them into a 
series of tragicomic situations, surprising revelations, as well as 
hilarious moments.

‘On the Roof’ takes place in Prague, but the story could easily 
happen in any city in the world that attracts immigrants and that 
is big enough to shelter the kinds of stories we never get to know. 
Under each roof is a little world, where the rules are determined 
by its inhabitants.

On the Roof was screened at the 54th Karlovy Vary International 
Film Festival where it was favourably reviewed by movie goers. It 
was lovingly described as a movie showing, with gracious humour, 
what is possible if we open our hearts to people with different 
ethnic or ideological backgrounds from our own.

Czech WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES
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TOMAN / Toman

CZECH REPUBLIC, SLOVAKIA / 2018 / 145 min 
Biography  —   Drama — History / Rating: 15 +

Director: Ondřej Trojan Cast: J. Macháček, K. Winterová, K. 
Boková, S. Majer, M. Taclík, R. Luknár, L. Latinák, T. Pauhofová, L. 
Melník, J. Dulava, J. Dvořák, M. Finger, A. Procházka and others

A historical drama about the controversial person Zdenek Toman 
who, whilst a dirty politician and a dubious entrepreneur, was 
also the saviour of hundreds of Eastern European Jews – known 
occasionally as The Czech Schindler. The film takes place in 
Czechoslovakia, after the conclusion of World War ll.

The film follows this unscrupulous careerist as he works his way 
up from a low-level bureaucrat in the Czech government-in-
exile during World War II, to the head of Foreign Intelligence in 
Czechoslovakia. In this position he blackmails, intimidates, and 
levies false accusations, in order to strengthen the communist 
presence in the bureau. Toman also exploits his diplomatic 
passport and international contacts to fraudulently raise money 
for him and The Communist Party. 

This fascinating biopic is directed by Ondrej Trojan, the director 
of film Zelary, an Oscar nominee for Best Foreign Film (2014). 
Jiri Machacek, widely acknowledged for his comedic roles, 
delivers a standout performance as Toman.

Toman, the real-life contrary person, significantly influenced 
political developments in Czechoslovakia between the years 
1945 – 48, during so-called Third Republic, which led to the 
Communist Party seizing power by way of a political coup. 
Toman is an attempt at a precise historical reconstruction, 
providing viewers a window into history and allowing them to 
understand its meaning and consequences for the present.

Czech and Slovak WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES

Tickets at: lunapalace.com.au
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CITIZEN HAVEL / Občan Havel

CZECH REPUBLIC / 2008 / 119 min
Documentary / Rating: 15 +

Director: Pavel Koutecký, Miroslav Janek Cast: V. Havel, B. Clinton, J. 
Tříska, V. Klaus, D. Havlová, G. W. Bush, M. Zeman, L. Smoljak, M. Jagger, 
T. Fischerová, K. Richards, M. M. Hlavsa, E. Holubová and others

Remarkable in its openness and intimacy as a documentary, 
Citizen Havel, observes ten years of the political, public and 
private life of one of the world’s iconic leaders – Vaclav Havel. 

The documentary film begins in early 1992 and follows a set of 
historical events all related to Vaclav Havel. This documentary 
reveals to us a private portrait of the first president of the 
former Czechoslovakia and later of The Czech Republic.

Havel was a loud voice of the anti-Communist movement and 
then a spokesman for democracy, which swept through Central 
and Eastern Europe in 1989. The film, Citizen Havel, has been 
created in an authentic manner, allowing the viewer to be a 
witness to the birth of a democratic president, through the 
development of his ideas and the decision-making processes 
that defined him.

What stands out most in the film is that Havel is a normal human 
being, whilst being unconditionally and undoubtedly devoted to 
his country. We watch him agonizing over a tie to go with his suit 
and we also see him fiddling with a saxophone that he is about 
to give to the former US President Bill Clinton, who will then go 
on to play it in the Prague jazz club, Reduta.

Tickets at: stks.be/havel

Czech and Slovak WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES

http://stks.be/larks
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THE LADY TERRORIST / Teroristka

CZECH REPUBLIC / 2019 / 95 min 
 Comedy — Crime — Drama / Rating: 15 +

Director: Radek Bajgar  Cast: I. Janžurová, M. Hofmann, T. 
Vilhelmová, P. Liška, E. Holubová, J. Plodková, K. Svarinská, J. Dulava, 
J. Vondráček, V. Fridrich and others

The black comedy The Lady Terrorist is about Marie (played by 
the unforgettable Iva Janžurová), a retired teacher, who had 
taught her pupils that decency was essential and violence did 
not solve problems. However, with the borders of arrogance 
and rudeness shifting dramatically in recent years, criminals 
have come to dominate society, counting on the blind 
acceptance and lack of resistance of the ordinary people, she 
reaches to her breaking point. From that moment, she can no 
longer tolerate those circumstances and does not hesitate to 
break her ethical boundaries, in order to restore justice.

Marie, a loving friend and a grandmother, is living an ordinary 
life in a small village, until her municipality fails her and the 
whole community. Corruption does not pick a place by itself, 
there is always someone who pulls the strings. In this case, 
it is a local businessman, Mr Mach, her former pupil (starred 
by brilliant Martin Hofmann) who teases and blackmails the 
villagers, while bribing the council. Marie cannot withstand 
the injustice and decides to take matters into her own hands, 
supported by another of her ex-pupils, currently on parole. 
“Retired teachers don’t shoot people,” the crook says. “Right. 
But now, no one will ever be so sure about that,” Marie replies, 
unlocking the weapon...

Come and enjoy this juicy black comedy which takes a 
humorous look at serious social issues.

Tickets at: lunapalace.com.au

Czech WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES
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Czech WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES

Tickets at: lunapalace.com.au
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THE MAGIC QUILL / Čertí brko

CZECH REPUBLIC, SLOVAKIA / 2018 / 99 min 
Comedy — Family — Fantasy / Rating: All ages

Director: Marek Najbrt   Cast: O. Vetchý, J. Cina, J. Bárdos, J. Budař, 
M. Daniel, J. Plodková, V. Kopta, T. Jeřábek, M. Geišberg, J. Žáček, M. 
Dalecký, L. Latinák, P. Vančura, J. Polášek, D. Fischer and others

The Magic Quill is an extraordinary family movie that combines 
the traditional themes of a classic Czech fairy tale with sharp 
political satire. 

The story takes us to the town of Pytlov where the local 
craftsmen and peasants live their lives, under the watchful eye 
of the local Hell office. The righteous Hell records sins fairly 
and accurately with the Devil’s Magic Quill. However, one day 
the Quill stops working. So, Lucifer sends a young devil Bonifac, 
who is a clumsy inventor rather than an ambitious devil, to 
deliver a new one. However, soon after he arrives, Bonifac is 
robbed of the new quill, triggering a chain of events leading 
to the town being taken over by corrupt councillors and a sly 
lazy tailor and eventually to the imprisonment of the lord of 
the Hell. It is at this moment that Bonifac has to step up, find 
the best qualities in himself and put things back in order, to 
eventually gain the love of a beautiful woman, Marketa.

The Magic Quill is a perfect choice for the entire family with 
lots of allusions and lessons for everyone. Because when sins 
are not seen, when evil is not punished, when the chaos reigns, 
only love can endure.
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LOLI PARADICKA / Loli paradička

SLOVAKIA / 2019 / 86 min
Drama — Comedy / Rating: 15 +

Director: Richard Staviarsky, Víťo Staviarsky Cast: M. Iľkanin, K. 
Mitrášová, M. Soltész, K. Stražanová, F. Vico, D. Doktor, P. Kudráč, V. 
Rusiňák, R. Staviarsky and others

Loli paradicka, a bitter-sweet romantic comedy written by well-
known Slovakian father-son duo Víťo and Richard Staviarsky, is 
their first feature-length movie about a complicated love affair 
between a handicapped man and a Romany woman.

Milan, an amputee fairground salesman, discovers that Veronika, 
a Romany girl, has stolen one of his caramel cakes because she 
was hungry. He takes pity on her and decides to buy her lunch. 
In return, Veronika offers him her services as a sales assistant 
in order to pay off her debt. The spark generated between the 
two leads to a tremendous night and they instantly fall for each 
other and start making plans for a future together. Veronika 
does not mind that Milan has only one leg and Milan does not 
mind that Veronika is a gypsy… Would Society accept their 
unconventional relationship? Could such a relationship work?

The story touches upon current topics of discrimination and 
racism and offers an unusual take on Romany-Slovak relationship 
stories, that more often focus on serious aspects of the lives and 
cultural clashes between the divided communities. Loli Paradicka 
won the Audience Award after its premiere at the 2019 Kosice 
Art Film Fest and became a box office hit.

This greatly reviewed film is also unique in the language used 
- dialogues are presented with a strong Eastern Slovak dialect. 
This film is definitely not one to be missed!

Slovak WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES

Tickets at: lunapalace.com.au
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SHORT MOVIES

SHARDS / 21 Nov
Directed & Produced by:  
Alzbeta Rekosh 

Trapped in nightmare of unpleasant 
childhood memories, Logan is 
desperate to get out only to wake 
up into an even worst reality.

ST. NIC / 23 Nov
Directed by: Caleb Whitehurst, 
Produced by: Stephen Bartley

Holly, an eager elf on her first 
Christmas assignment, discovers 
Santa is not who she thinks he is.

TREADING WATER / 14 Nov
Directed by: Corina Stag  
Produced by: Michael Breeze

Discover the extraordinary skills of 
Ethan Calleja as he redefines the 
sport of Synchronised Swimming. 
Ethan is the only male synchronised 
swimmer in WA and one of the only 
men competing in Australia.
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SHORT MOVIES

SUNDOWN / 22 Nov
Directed by: Alexander Mankowski, 
Produced by: Yunqi You

A young man confronted with his 
grandmother’s dementia must 
choose to support her or continue 
living in denial.

HY_BRAIN / 23 Nov
Directed by: Jessica Russell, 
Produced by: Peter Williams

A woman’s search for love in a 
technological future has dire 
consequences.

CRUSH / 24 Nov
Song by: Victoria  
Music Video by: Alexandra Ashton, 
Alzbeta Rekosh, Corina Stagg

Crush is a song by Victoria La Marr. 
Crush is about a girl that has a 
small crush on a boy which grows 
into an obsession, and she gets lost 
in her imaginary world. 
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SPECIAL EVENTS

TIME-LAPSE

Marek Mendel

Time-lapse films are made by Marek Mendel, a young talented photographer 
and film-maker from Ústí nad Labem in the Czech Republic. 

His work presents a region in the Northwest of the Czech Republic and 
the industrial town Ústí nad Labem and its surroundings to the viewer. 
Marek uses a soundtrack that guides the viewer on an aural journey that 
perfectly complements the stunning visual experience. The viewer is 
lulled into a sense of serenity via time-lapsed scenes of natural beauty. 
The senses are enveloped through the juxtaposition of pristine nature, 
romantic sunsets, thunderstorms, flowing rivers and swirling clouds 
against occasional scenes of urbanisation. Marek’s short pieces serve as 
an amazing promotion for the beauty in nature that can be discovered 
with a sense of adventure and fortunate timing. 

His short movies about the beauty of the Czech Republic will be presented 
by the Czech and Slovak Film Festival WA prior to every festival screening.

SPECIAL GUEST AT THE OPENING 
NIGHT OF THE CSFF WA

Music performers “abit bitter SamBoh”

The life journeys of two handsome 
men have crossed paths to create 
universal sounds together. “We play 
what we feel, we feel and we play.” 
Our music is formed deep in our 
souls and hearts. We are crossing 
genres with piano, percussion, guitar, 
didgeridoo and vocals.
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A fully functional bar for hire! Complete with draft beer system,  
8 taps, spirit storage, 2 rinsers, and a cool room.

Perfect for weddings, BBQs, private parties, buck’s & hen’s, 
festivals & public events!

Get your free 

quote today!

Email Sharka or Ado 
at enquiries@

littletaptrailer.com.au.
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TICKETS AND VENUES
LUNA LEEDERVILLE 
155 OXFORD STREET, LEEDERVILLE 

www.lunapalace.com.au

Opening Night $35.00
(Drinks, Finger food, Entertainment and movie)

Closing Night $25.00
(Finger food, Entertainment and movie)

Event Ticket $55.00 
(Opening + Closing Night)

General admission
Adult  $20.00
Full time Students / Pensioners /  
Luna Palace Privilege Card  $16.00 
Children  $13.00

BACKLOT STUDIOS 
21 SIMPSON ST, WEST PERTH

www.stickytickets.com.au

General admission
Adult  $20.00
Full time Students/ Pensioners  $16.00 

Please note: Please book your tickets early as 
the seating is limited. 

TICKETING INFORMATION

All festival films are restricted to persons 15 years of age and over unless 
specified (see classification recommendations).
Box office hours vary between venues. Please ask at the venue for accepted 
credit cards and surcharges. Tickets purchased online may include surcharge. 
Festival tickets are non-refundable and non-exchangeable. Lost or stolen tickets 
will not be replaced or refunded. Ticket price includes GST.
We anticipate that door sales will be available for all sessions, however this 
cannot be guaranteed. Patrons are advised to purchase their tickets in advance. 
Online purchase fee may apply.
Dates, times and programmes are correct at the time of publication but may be 
altered due to unforeseen circumstances. We reluctantly reserve the right to 
change and replace programmes without notice.
All films are screened with English subtitles.

M
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MARTINA TLAMSOVÁ
Festival Director /  
Graphic Designer / 
Social Media

LUCIE VRBSKÁ 
Graphic Designer 

JITKA SMITH 
President of CSA of WA /  
Master of Ceremony

GABRIELA BALADOVÁ
Fundraising

MICHAELA ONDOVÁ
Finance Manager /  
Catering Head Chef /
Social Media

PETRA JEREJIAN
Marketing Assistant

ALZBETA REKOSH
Trailer Editor /  
Short Movie Coordinator

KATEŘINA ŠVEJCAROVÁ
Secretary / Public Relations 

JURA VOYT /

MARCELA PAUKOVÁ /

RADEK VÁCLAVÍK / 

REGINA ČELIŠOVÁ /

VERONIKA LAKAY
Festival Crew

OUR TEAM

Adam Mc Donnell, Alexandra Nell, Barbora Kyas, Barbora Nováková, Bohdan 
Prachař, Bohdan Warchomij, Claudia Cukrov, Denisa Cross, Hana Flanderová, Ian 
Hale, Janka Motyčková, Jarmila Poláková, Jessica Braine, Lucie Siegerová, Lucie 
Vrbská, Lukáš Bosák, Luke Smith, Marc and Kateřina Steffens, Marek Mendel, 
Mark Mc Donnell, Martina Vacková, Michal Turek, Oliver Bosák, Ondřej Boháč, 
Otakar Mašín, Patrick Elliot, Pavol Faix, Radka Čapková, Silvia Panáková, Teodor 
Bosák, Tomáš Ferko, to ECU and WASA film students, to all our valuable sponsors 
and volunteers and to all Committee members of CSA of WA.

SPECIAL THANKS TO: 

  WWW.CSFILMFESTWA.ORG 

Info@csfilmfestwa.org

  @csfilmfestwa     

Ngalakut nidja Biboolmun boodjaa nyinalanginy:  
We acknowledge we live in the lands of the Biboolmun Noongar.
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A U S S I E  
&    K I W I  
FILM FEST

THANK YOU TO OUR SUPPORTERS

CULTURAL PARTNERS

FINANCIAL SUPPORT

SPONSORS

VENUE PARTNERS
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